ARCHAEOLOGY

Doctor of Philosophy in Archaeology
Michael Atha
Lemont Dobson
Sven Grabow
Monika Maleszka-Ritchie
Robert Brian Rahn

Master of Arts in Archaeology of Buildings
Kate Joanna Chapman

Master of Arts in Conservation Studies (Historic Buildings)
Margaret Frances Bennett
Kasturi Khanolkar
Radhika Pradhu
Sanaeya Vandrewala

Master of Arts in Medieval Archaeology
Laura Rice

Master of Science in Archaeological Information Systems
Geoff Arnott

Bachelor of Arts in Archaeology
Naomi Louise Allen
Kate Elizabeth Barrett
Oliver Henry Bullock
James Anthony Richard Cameron
Alasdair Gordon Lee Carmichael
Philippa Cockburn
Andrew John Dean
Rebecca Angharad Dean
Gemma Jayne Doherty
Benjamin Joseph Elliott
James Thomas Field
Peter Alan Finch
James Gray
Benjamin David Greene
Rebecca Eleanor Ann Hawkswell
Dawn Nicole Hurst
Lewis Hutchinson
Edward Austin James
Richard Jemicz
Matthew Jenkins
Lisa Michelle Masengale
Daniel Pink
Emily Dorothy Lois Rayner
Richard James Rose
Jessica Shepherd
Amy Louise Vickery
Stephen John Walker
Michael William Lyon Wallace
Sarah Elizabeth Walton
Edward Williams

Bachelor of Science in Archaeology
Lisa Blair
Alana Elizabeth Byrne
Samuel Carter
Gary Ian Edwards
Marijke Josy Chantal
Gernay Charlotte Victoria
Gibson David Hugh Harker
Marie Holmes
Pedro Mateus Tavares
Andrew Paul Needham
William James Ross
Kathryn Savage
Teo Chui Eng Audrey
Benjamin Jack Watkins

Bachelor of Science in Bioarchaeology
James Anthony Taylor

BIOLOGY

Doctor of Philosophy in Biology
Zoe Louise Billings
Claire Louise Brinhm
Manu Deeudom
Francesco Falcioni
Stephen Daniel Freeman
Peter Aidan Gorsuch
Zhesi He
William Mathieson
Catherine Jane McGrath

Master of Science in Bioscience Technology
Jue Lin

Bachelor of Science in Biochemistry
Andrew Peter John Allcorn
Fiona Louise Astill
Natalie Suzanne Bage
Helen Beeston
Simon David Blower
Joseph Dillon
Tamsin Jade Garrod
Suzanne Aleida Birgitta Geenen
Kayleigh Dawn Gilmore
Priyanka Kanth Devarakonda
Sarah Keenan
John Raymond Philip Knight
Sylvia Pui Khay Lau
Mi Li
Christopher Thomas McCormick
Paul McKeegan
Jessica Norris
Emma Elizabeth Oldridge
Emma Schierbaum
Oliver William Taylor
Catherine Margaret Walker
Dominic Michael John Whittaker
Lindsay Wider
Christopher Stephen Charles Craig Wilding
Sophie Williams
Emma Louise Wright
Junwen Zou

Bachelor of Science in Biochemistry (with a year in industry)
Heather Sabine Allen
Jennifer Kym Bristow
Abigail Katherine Bubb
Catherine Mary Evans
Naoki Ichiryu
Samantha Jane Johnston
Aneika Corrine Leney
Craig Peter Thompson
Christopher John Watson
Martin Michael Weller
Shuying Zhao

Bachelor of Science in Biology
Mark Brendan Astor
James Edward Badham
Aaron Andrew Berry
Alison Caroline Blandford
Natalie Booth
Alison Susannah Bromley
Alanna Brown
Matthew Buck
Jenna Louise Burrows
Caroline Susan Burtt
Lauren Chapman
Helen Cockerton
Harriet Meredith Condie
Tracie Louise Cowell
Diana Elizabeth Cowland
Madeleine Coxwell Matthewman
Scott Lee Dixon
Sarah Louise Douglas
Hannah Jane Draper
Matthew Christopher Evans
Katheryn Charlotte E Hann
Jennifer Harvey
Joseph Christopher Helps
Jennifer Tzu Li Hoare
Lucy Caitlin Horrell
Katharine Jones
Natalie Jayne Jowett
Rebecca Catherine Lawton
Christopher Kerr Lewis
Ian Thomas Lobb
Laura Beth Martindale
Kamran Latif Minai
Robert Mitchell
Catherine Sarah Moody
Katie Jane Norville
Sarah Parsons
Sachiko Rebecca Quelch
Hannah Scrannage
Thomas Richard Simpson
Thomas Luke Smallman
Kelly Jayne Soady
Laura Syddall
Nicholas Robin Thomas
Lisa Sally Trickett
Marc Kevin Wadsley
Benjamin Walker
Louise Alanna Watson
Jodie Louise Whitaker

Bachelor of Science in Biology
(with a year in Europe)
Jane Shoi-Shen Cryer
Andrew Robert Purcell
Hayley Elizabeth Tyrer

Bachelor of Science in Biology
(with a year in industry)
Helen Fairlamb
Stephanie Elizabeth Winnard
Laura Louise Wright

Bachelor of Science in Ecology, Conservation and Environment (with a year in Europe)
Keith John Bloomfield

Bachelor of Science in Ecology, Conservation and Environment
Matthew Gregory Mills
John Newsome
Daniel Martin Sands

Bachelor of Science in Genetics
Robin Henry Beaver
Rachel Anne Blewitt
Lucy Jackson
Alison Poo Yee Tsang
Timothy Wright

Bachelor of Science in Genetics (with a year in industry)
Adrian Neil Buckroyd
Rebecca Ann Lewis
Jenny Louise Middleton
David Sexton

Bachelor of Science in Molecular Cell Biology
Leana Luigia Bellanca Kate
Elizabeth Hawkins
Charmain Ya Ting Heah
Kate Elizabeth Humphreys
Ioanna Neophytou
Jennifer Laura Warren

Bachelor of Science in Molecular Cell Biology (with a year in industry)
Samuel James Bullers
Edward James Allan Hargin
Katie Cassandra Jackling
Darya Karelin
Ceri Anne Roberts
Rebecca Louise Shreeve
Matthew James Turley
Jan Phillip Weber
Qianyi Zhang

Bachelor of Science in Biology with Education
Joanna Mary Crouch
Jamie Wynne Whelan

CHEMISTRY

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry
Carla Ines Paquim Santos
Antonio
Patrick James Caldwell
Rebecca Jayne Dennis
Elizabeth Anne Gibson
Anant Kapdi
Pamela Martin
Jamie Robert Moffat
Isabella Anne Montgomery
Stephen Paul Moore
Chyan Leong Ng
Nicola Jayne Smith
Joanne Turner

Master of Science (by research) in Chemistry
Mei-Hsuan Tsai

Master of Chemistry in Chemistry
Philip Ian Andrews
Christopher Daniel Armstrong
James Simon Anthony Brooke
Lawrence Brown
Frances Laura Chadbourne
Zhaozheng Chen
Daniel Reuben Connorton
Laila Charlotte Foran
Aimee Joanna Gamble
Christopher James Gibson
James Matthew Holcroft
Peter Robert Hurst
Rhys Alexander Leece
Felicity Jane Leng
Rachel Minna Levan
Ivor James Lobo
Michael Ian Longbottom
Richard Hugh Merton Jones
Darren James Phillips
James Francis Richards
Christopher Samuel Smith
Luke Smith
Hoi Yan Karen Tam
Jillian Lesley Tongue

Master of Chemistry in Chemistry (with a year abroad)
Simon Elmore
Luke Alexander Wormell Green
Peter William Hobday
David Grahame Johnson
Master of Chemistry in Chemistry (with a year in industry)
Helena Lauren Barker
Matthew John Harby Bestall
Jonathan Briggs
Michael Edward Burn
Liang Chen
Christine Joanne Cooper
James John Douglas
Simone Gabriele
Clare Emma Harvey
Kate Hazard
Paul Anthony Hutchins
Xiaoli Li
Richard Terence Lidster
Luke Marshall
Wenjing Meng
Melissa Obiedzinski
Victoria Louise Oldfield
Stuart Oram
Sarah Ann Overend
David Pollard
Lucy Rebecca Popplestone
Richard Howard Porter-Williams
Alan Peter Ramsden
Ming Qiu Ren
Jemma Louise Senczyszyn
Tristan Conway Soh
Duncan Paul William Southby
Mary Isobella Stark
Sonya Catherine Tate
Christopher John Wekes
Sarah Frances Williams
Jing Yao

Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
Michelle Jayne Andrews
William John Ballard
Emily Jane Calladine
Sarah Elizabeth Calver
Samantha Louise Douglas
William George Foster
Natasha Marie Frain
Kirsty Graham
Richard James Green John
Malcolm Hainsworth
Charlotte Eileen Hall Ben Hardcastle
Tristan Richard Holdsworth
Jennifer Marie Holliday
Robert Frederick Morel
Hudson-Evans
Robert Jamieson
Sarah Kilkenney
James Andrew Koziaryn
Fiona Susan Lamb
Christoph Leiw
Alexander Marsh
Jonathan Marshall
Ruth Joanne McQuitty
Robin John Moss
Lucy Ann Newton
Kwok-Hei Ng
Aaron Parker
Jonathan Peter Ritson
Katherine Sommer
Thomas Sproston Laura
Nina Tattersley
Katherine Jane Tebbs
James Alexander Hugh
Wallington-Smith
Samantha Louise Waterfall
Elizabeth Rachel Watkins
Benjamin Joseph Wright
Thomas Andrew Wyman
Victor Zanchi

Master of Chemistry in Chemistry (with a year in industry)
Helena Lauren Barker
Matthew John Harby Bestall
Jonathan Briggs
Michael Edward Burn
Liang Chen
Christine Joanne Cooper
James John Douglas
Simone Gabriele
Clare Emma Harvey
Kate Hazard
Paul Anthony Hutchins
Xiaoli Li
Richard Terence Lidster
Luke Marshall
Wenjing Meng
Melissa Obiedzinski
Victoria Louise Oldfield
Stuart Oram
Sarah Ann Overend
David Pollard
Lucy Rebecca Popplestone
Richard Howard Porter-Williams
Alan Peter Ramsden
Ming Qiu Ren
Jemma Louise Senczyszyn
Tristan Conway Soh
Duncan Paul William Southby
Mary Isobella Stark
Sonya Catherine Tate
Christopher John Wekes
Sarah Frances Williams
Jing Yao

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
Michelle Jayne Andrews
William John Ballard
Emily Jane Calladine
Sarah Elizabeth Calver
Samantha Louise Douglas
William George Foster
Natasha Marie Frain
Kirsty Graham
Richard James Green John
Malcolm Hainsworth
Charlotte Eileen Hall Ben Hardcastle
Tristan Richard Holdsworth
Jennifer Marie Holliday
Robert Frederick Morel
Hudson-Evans
Robert Jamieson
Sarah Kilkenney
James Andrew Koziaryn
Fiona Susan Lamb
Christoph Leiw
Alexander Marsh
Jonathan Marshall
Ruth Joanne McQuitty
Robin John Moss
Lucy Ann Newton
Kwok-Hei Ng
Aaron Parker
Jonathan Peter Ritson
Katherine Sommer
Thomas Sproston Laura
Nina Tattersley
Katherine Jane Tebbs
James Alexander Hugh
Wallington-Smith
Samantha Louise Waterfall
Elizabeth Rachel Watkins
Benjamin Joseph Wright
Thomas Andrew Wyman
Victor Zanchi

Master of Science in Computer Science
Rayner Alfred
Xiao Bai
Mark Bartlett
Hao Chen
Christopher Jefferson
Ameet Patil
Ralf Dieter Reutemann
Heather Rebecca Turner
Jack David Whitham
Alexandros Zerzelidis

Master of Science in Natural Computation
Matthew Hill

Master of Science in Software Engineering
Asmiza Abdul Sani
Fatimah Ahmed Al-Rasbi Tianyou
Huang Peter Taylor
Ye Cheng Wei
Liang Xue

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
Michelle Jayne Andrews
William John Ballard
Emily Jane Calladine
Sarah Elizabeth Calver
Samantha Louise Douglas
William George Foster
Natasha Marie Frain
Kirsty Graham
Richard James Green John
Malcolm Hainsworth
Charlotte Eileen Hall Ben Hardcastle
Tristan Richard Holdsworth
Jennifer Marie Holliday
Robert Frederick Morel
Hudson-Evans
Robert Jamieson
Sarah Kilkenney
James Andrew Koziaryn
Fiona Susan Lamb
Christoph Leiw
Alexander Marsh
Jonathan Marshall
Ruth Joanne McQuitty
Robin John Moss
Lucy Ann Newton
Kwok-Hei Ng
Aaron Parker
Jonathan Peter Ritson
Katherine Sommer
Thomas Sproston Laura
Nina Tattersley
Katherine Jane Tebbs
James Alexander Hugh
Wallington-Smith
Samantha Louise Waterfall
Elizabeth Rachel Watkins
Benjamin Joseph Wright
Thomas Andrew Wyman
Victor Zanchi

Master of Engineering in Computer Systems and Software Engineering (with a year in industry)
Phillip Michael Birtwell
Charles Blundell
Peter Edward Booth
Daniel Harry Boulton
James Brownridge
Darren James Buse
Mark John Fenton
Nicholas Marc Gasson
Stefan Hajnoci
Thomas Higgins
Usman Khan
Anand Lakshmanan
Carmine Christopher Lanzara
Matthew James Ledger
Nicholas Lord
Peter John Luke Nash
Adam Paul Schofield
Jan Peter Staunton
Matthew Turner
Matthew William Wright

Master of Science in Safety Critical Systems Engineering
Simon Ferguson
Donald Muir
David John Pritchard

Master of Science in Software Engineering
Asmiza Abdul Sani
Fatimah Ahmed Al-Rasbi Tianyou
Huang Peter Taylor
Ye Cheng Wei
Liang Xue

Bachelor of Engineering in Computer Science
Steven Chan
Christopher James Cooper
Richard Ingle
Michael Vahe Kassabian
Richard Philip Lane
Chen Li
Hei Kan Lou
Stewart Platt
David James Roast
James Michael Rushton
Christos Savvopoulos
Dhruv Sethi
Greg Douglas Sexton
Changquan Tang
Robert James Walker
Zhiyuan Wang
Yi Yu
Bachelor of Engineering in Computer Science (with a year in industry)
Chen Ge
Richard James Mitchell
Daniel Eric Oakes
Yao Tang
Ming Fung Wan

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
Oliver James Brennan
David Geoffrey Huscroft
Adam Campbell Price
Lazaros Trasanidis

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science (with a year in industry)
Timothy James Fletcher
Christopher Stephen McGarry
James Josiah Wren

Bachelor of Science in Computer Systems and Software Engineering
Benjamin Peter Stephens

Bachelor of Science in Economics
Christina Ernst Heinrich
Boehler
Manjusha Vrindini Hurry
Michael Stefan Listl
Robert Longo
Valerie Moran
Michael David Paulden

Master of Science in Project Analysis, Finance and Investment
Siew Yin Chen Andrei
Alexandru Duman
Maurizio Ferri Kelda
Ofedie Eleni-Ariadni
Zompanaki

Master of Science in Public Economics
Khalid Jama Yusuf Abdullah

Bachelor of Arts in Economics, Econometrics and Finance
Yan Jing He

Bachelor of Arts in Economics and Economic History
Benjamin Beneche
Joanna Sarah Clark
Liam Hardy
Nicola Rose

Bachelor of Arts in Economics and Sociology
Alexandra Trochtova
Won Youn

Bachelor of Science in Economics and Econometrics
Edward Kendall
Siu Fung Steve Yung

Bachelor of Science in Economics, Econometrics and Finance
Peng Cheng
Nicolas Rupert Cook
Qizhen Huang
Nishita Merchant
Blake David Maurice Portlock
Pui Kwan Tang
Jianzhen Zhang

Bachelor of Science in Economics and Economic History
Domna Maria Michailidou

Bachelor of Science in Economics and Finance
Alua Amirova
Mahmoud Ashmawy
Joshua William Beale
Simon Kevin Burns
Ibrahim El-Gazzar
Yang Guo
Huang Huang
Xiao Huang
Fei Jiao
Kenzo Samuel King
Monika Teresa Kosobucka
Kaki Lai
Jonathan Lambdon
Yuan Lei
Zhaolin Li
Lin Huimin Alexandra
Li Liu
Wen Fei Liu
David John Mansell
Charles Marche
Bosco Ng Yan Lam
Thi Duc Nguyen
Tuan Minh Nguyen
Thi Thao Nguyen
Fang Ruan
Sarah Saywell
Sam Senchal
Jie Sheng
Lei Wang
Li Li Wang
Xue Zhou

Bachelor of Science in Economics
Liam Ellis Baker
Ian Thomas Robert Barker
Andrew Ian Barlow
Samuel Mark Bearman
Ryan John Bennett
Rachel Elizabeth Chamberlain
Po Shan Chi
Nicholas Peter Clarke
Stephanie Rachel Clarke
Tom Clemons
Robert James Cook
David Philip Cox
Thomas Dickinson
Paul James Don-Leo
Steven Jack Durrant
Thomas David Farmer
Gareth Kumar Fowler
Steven John Glover  
Hannah Green  
Xiaoqu Guo  
James Michael Hambleton  
Oliver James Hughes  
Alastair Timothy Wilmot  
Jackson  
Russell Benjamin Joseph  
Wen Tao Liu  
Chun Hei Clement Lo  
Harald John Lund  
Simon James McNamara  
Henry Christian Arthur  
Millhouse  
Jennifer Clare Ollerenshaw  
Owain David Palmer  
Clare Louise Phipps  
Charles Edward Ryman Pickett  
Farah Rahim  
David James Ryder  
Deepak Sardiwal  
Robert Daniel Saunders  
Nicholas Philip Edward Scargill  
Barnaby Oliver Smith  
Didier Adrian Peter Stearn  
William David Taylor  
Adam Robert Trinick  
Mark Xiyuan Wang  
Ning Ning Wang  
Thomas Arash Wells  
Michael Paul Wilson  
Timothy Simon Leethem Woodhouse  
William Wraxall  
Yu Xie  
Lei Xu

EDUCATIONAL STUDIES

Master of Philosophy in Educational Studies  
Gillian Lumby  

Master of Arts (by research) in Educational Studies  
Ruth Barron  

Master of Arts in Educational Studies  
Hoi Ning Phoebe Cheung  

Master of Arts in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages  
Reem Al Terkait  
Anna-Maria Georgiou  
Liu Wang  

Master of Arts in Teaching English to Young Learners  
Mary Anne Alston-Sengul  
Sarah Ruth Burwood  
Francoise Caroline Haenggi  
Jacqueline Hunn Baschung  
Emily Jardine  
Elizabeth Jochum  
Yvonne Kessell-Gottling  
Deborah Lynn Sorton Larsen  
Alison Catriona MacKinlay  
Phoa Hua Huee Helen Vere  
Michael Christopher Schofield  
Chantal Villiger  
Kwok Mui Mui Elaine (Elaine Yam)

Bachelor of Arts in Educational Studies  
Madelaine Lucie Ball  
Rosemary Bedford  
Jessica Ruth Blackwell  
Kathryn Rachel Francesca Brickwood  
Jenny Brown  
Katy Jane Campbell  
Hayley Elizabeth Chopping  
Jennifer Megan Clarke  
Kirsty Costello  
Nathalie Crawford  
Karen Cubbage  
Gemma Halls  
Joy Harris  
James Hunter  
Frances Ireland  
Rachel Marie Keen  
Ruth Kelly  
Tanya Louise Knight  
Sarah Kate Martin  
Manola Marina Pau  
Jessica Eleanor Priestley  
Angela Jane Sawtell  
Meena Sharma  
Ian Sheridan  
Teresa Spatenkova  
Michelle Trimble  
Rebecca Louise Wakefield

ELECTRONICS

Doctor of Philosophy in Electronic Engineering  
John Stuart Brittain  
Natalia Dowding  
Joel Alexander Gibbons  
Jari Olavi Jekkonen  
Benjamin Mark Russell

Master of Science (by research) in Electronic Engineering  
Agnetha Kate Brown  
Zhiyu Peng  

Master of Science in Electromagnetic Compatibility and Radio Frequency Communications  
Fernando Devis  
Daniel Tessens  

Master of Science in Electronics with Electromagnetic Compatibility and Radio Frequency Communications  
Christian Boyd Emmett  
Stephen Paul Watkins  
Philip Yates  

Master of Engineering in Avionics  
Peter Jonathan Kirkland  
Daniel Tucker

Master of Engineering in Electronic and Communication Engineering  
Rafael Diaz  
Evangelos Pittas

Master of Engineering in Electronic and Computer Engineering  
Steven James Day  
Efstathios Larios  
Rebecca Frances Naylor  
Matthew John Russell  
Thomas James Wolstenholme

Master of Engineering in Electronic Engineering  
Karl Adam Binner  
Patrick John Clarke  
Ross Michael Fobian  
Peter James Handly  
Peter Harbottle  
Gregory Connor Richard Melia  
Andrew David Mark Raines  
Brett Ivan Wakley  
Edward Watson
Master of Engineering in Electronic Engineering with Business Management
Ahmad Ali

Master of Engineering in Electronic Engineering with Business Management (with a year in industry)
Luke Walsh

Master of Engineering in Electronic Engineering with Media Technology
Ben James Grimes
Philip Jepson
Steven Gurney Ratcliff

Master of Engineering in Electronic Engineering with Music Technology Systems
Christopher Michael Baume
Anna Felicity Bramwell-Dicks
Philip Stephen Darling
Timothy Peter Granger
Alex Hazell
Ian James Hodgkinson
Amy Levick
Joshua John Palmer
Mungo Louis Pay
Christopher William Pike
Emma Clare Smith

Master of Engineering in Electronic Engineering with Music Technology Systems (with a year in industry)
Matthew Robbetts
Matthew David Adam Speed

Master of Engineering in Media Technology
Ben Pethullis

Bachelor of Engineering in Electronic and Computer Engineering
Simon Carl Herrod
Matthew Richards

Bachelor of Engineering in Electronic and Computer Engineering (with a year in industry)
Prateek Bhola
Mathew Alan Gilbert

Bachelor of Engineering in Electronic Engineering
Howin Chan
Ming Ge
Qi Ji Yuan
Ming Zhao

Bachelor of Engineering in Electronic Engineering (with a Foundation Year)
Isolyne Simone Asare

Bachelor of Engineering in Electronic Engineering (with a year in industry)
David George Wressell

Bachelor of Engineering in Electronic Engineering with Business Management
Hua Jin
Yang Liu
Hongkun Sun
Xiren Zhu

Bachelor of Engineering in Electronic Engineering with Media Technology
Ian Martindale
Esmond Palmer
Charles Taylor
Yang Yang

Bachelor of Engineering in Electronic Engineering with Music Technology Systems
Mohammed Al-Hashimi
Philip Coleman
Matthew Gerald Gray
Victor Wendong Quan

Bachelor of Engineering in Music Technology Systems
Thomas Gall
Ashley David Manners
Andrew David Palmer

ENGLISH AND RELATED LITERATURE

Doctor of Philosophy in English
Hannah Mary Burrows
Chun Kit Fan
Mary Macfarlane
Joanne Sarah Waugh

Master of Arts in Cultures of Empire, Resistance and Postcoloniality 1770-1830
Claudia Rachel Stern

Master of Arts in Romantic and Sentimental Literature 1770-1830
Richard Thomas Pender

Bachelor of Arts in English
Jean Valerie Annan
Henry William Falcon Aylett
Suzanne Louise Bell
Cara Lauren Holly Bendon
Anna-Claire Bevan
Rachel Sinclair Bickley
Kathryn Rosa Bromwich
Aimee Louise Chalmers
Adam Chidell
Charlotte Alice Chirico
James Peter Clayton
David Coates
Matthew Collins
Jennifer Laura Collinson
Jessica Alison Veness Cook
James Meredith Cooke
Paul Alexander Creasy
Gemma Jayne Cross
Emma Louise Curry
Andrew Dolan
Emily Jane Domaniewska
Anna Donaghy
Samuel Edis
Harriet Victoria Edmonds
Loulla-Mae Eletheriou-Smith
Nicola Fairhead
Jessica Elizabeth Feehan
Daniela Fetta
Hannah Louise Furnival
Hannah Gale
Adam Paul Graham
Rebecca Louise Griffiths
Elinor Rose Groom
Bernadette Marie Hall
Sarah Anne Hamilton
Susan Elizabeth Heap
Dawn Louise Hunter
Martine Elizabeth Hutchinson
Emma Louise Ingham
Katherine Lydia Jackson
Rod James
Miriam Rachel Jenkin
Rhianne Elizabeth Jones
Helen Rose Keith
Naomi Abigail Lever
Helen Rose Keith
Naomi Abigail Lever
Rebecca Mary Lewis
Sofia C Loizidou
Leigh John Maddox
Anusha Malhotra
Hannah Martin
Lucy McPhillips
Amy Milka
Tara Karineh Minshull
James Mistry
Charlotte Louise Morley
Esme Grace Mroz-Davies
Vishal Nanda
Benjamin Peter Nichols
Theodora Amy Isabella O’Hear
Madeleine Rebecca Orange
Rachel Clara Parker
Elen Parry
Sally Pearson
Jasmine Kara Sian Dawn Phillips
Sushila Melody Phillips
Claire Louise Poole
Benjamin Haydn Rackstraw
Aisha Lanette Regan
Alice Aylett Roberts
Charlotte Sarah Roberts
Thomas David Roberts
Natalie Louise Rocca
Janelle Alicia Rodrigues
Gemma Rowland
Jack Trehowan Rundell
Ellen Mair Salisbury
Sara Sayeed
Sian Emma Scott
Jessica Esme Selfe
Joanna Marie Shelley
Shivani Singh
David Mark Sladen
James Alexander Sidford Spinney
Madeline Heather Stephens
Rachel Elizabeth Sykes
Lucy Taylor
Rachel Grace Thompson
Beth Isabel Underdown
Mario Virciglio
Kayleigh Walker
Sophie Jessica Welch
Lucy Isabella Whitty
Matthew Wignall
Michael Ian Williams
Hannah Louise Wrathall
Bobbie Young

**Bachelor of Arts in English and Politics**
Heidi Laura Blake
Victoria Lisa Butt
Ellen Carpenter
Fauziah Daud
Owen Vincent Graham
Emma Jayne Hutchinson
Kerris Margaret Kent
Mark McDaid
Sam Noble
Anna Catherine Perrett
Edmund David Vanderbyl-Knoefel

**Bachelor of Arts in English/Writing and Performance (Drama/Film/Televison)**
Camille Augarde
Alice Boagey
Isa Kate Brown
Sarah Louise Susan Cawley
Emma Charnley
Amy Clewes
George Colin Critchley
Dominique Lara Elisabeth Cutts
Sophie Marie Davies
Lauren Farquharson
Joanne Sara Gledhill
Jodie Channon Bailey Morrison
Rasheeda Namusoro
Thomas Rogers
Anna Louise Rohde
Amy-Claire Scott
Rosanna Catherine Trigg
Adam Gerald Whybray
Jenny Louise Wooterspoon

**Bachelor of Arts in English with Education**
Camilla Elisabeth Bevan
Ayesha Utt

**Bachelor of Arts in English and History**
Catherine Rose Baker
Melissa Jane Christey
Kealy Doyle
Nicola Giles
Nicholas Christopher Hudson
Victoria Julian
Jack Kennedy
Helen Kathryn Kerr
Ruth MacMullen
Aine Helen McNicholas
Lorn McVean
Nicholas Montegriffo
Rachel Ann Charlotte Platt
Eleanor Clare Elizabeth Ridley
Lucy Simpson
Jessica Sinclair Taylor
Laura Sooley
Emma Wooding
Glenn Jonathan Wray

**Bachelor of Arts in English and History of Art**
Amy Byrne
Priyam Priyanka Chovhan
Sarah Coppard
Joanna Emily Fischl
Helen Jane Groom
Natalie Jane Harland
William Thomas Harrison
Kimberley Christine J Middleton
Rebecca Lydia Mundy
William Vincent Seaward
Miranda Whitney Sherrington
Laura Elizabeth Tempest
Jess Walker
Gemma Charlotte Watts

**Bachelor of Arts in English and Philosophy**
Sharmin Ahammad
Saskia Isabella May Angenen
Katie Croft
Rose Clemency Edwards
Bryony George
Anna Louise Greenleaves
Sean Henderson
Miles Thomas Jack Howe
Lin Kuek
Pepper Jengyee Lee
Daniel Morrison
Charlotte Lucy Smith
Katharine Susannah Taylor
Victoria Wilson
Sally Rose Worby

**ENVIRONMENT**

**Doctor of Philosophy in Environment and Politics**

Sofia Frantzi

**Doctor of Philosophy in Environmental Economics and Management**

Nesha Cavita Beharry
Caterina De Lucia
Syezlin Hasan
Jan Christoph Minx
Doctor of Philosophy in Environmental Science
Monika Böhm
Emily Louisa Goodman
Rebecca Emily Keelan
Lesley Anne Smith

Master of Science in Environmental Economics and Environmental Management
Arturd Balderas Torres
David McDonald Bynoe
Jessica Louisa Egerton James

Bachelor of Science in Environment, Economics and Ecology
John Richard Cummins
Nicholas Kevin Eddy
Edward Thomas Gospel
Yanika Ariane Hennig
Gemma Louise Lay
Stephanie Hoi Tung Leung
Laura Mortimer
Cory Anne Louise Munsch
Grahame Neale
Stephanie Newman
Stephanie Paulette Pullan
Anna Lucy Southward
Nathalie Ann Stephens
Ellen-Marie Winther Zhe
Yang

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Science
Natalie-Clare Marcelle Brimicombe
Simon Kevin Brittain
Yvonne Rose Brown
Jennifer Rosalie Calder
Christopher Leeming Cassells
Anna Coping
Daniel Cox
Holly Alice Edwards
Gregory Sean Fell
Annabel Louise Garven
Leigh Howson
Anthony James Paul Jolliffe
Magnus Peter Carrington Kelly
Dominic Michael Laverty
Oliver Mackie
Emily Patricia Morton
Carmel Anne-Louise Parry
Aura Erika Piha
Christopher David Russ
Alice Mary Skinner
Laura Jane Smith
Rebecca Siobhan Strickland
Laura Anne Suddaby
Kathleen Ella Tabner
Claire Watt
Rachel Freya Jeanette White
Victoria Abigail Woodcock

HEALTH SCIENCES

Doctor of Philosophy in Health Sciences
Yu-Ping Lin
Susan Mary O'Meara Gerald
Anthony Richardson

Master of Science (by research) in Health Services Research
Fon Ninkhate

Master of Science in Diabetes Care
Manraj Basi
Greer Hancock
David Hepworth
Banafsheh Sara Razi
Kathryn Shevelan

Master of Science in Evidence-Based Practice
Vivian Ama
Jefter Chuma
Susimala Rajendra Gaikwad

Master of Science in Population Health
Kate Elizabeth Burr
Helen Louise Clark
Peter Dawson
Payam Fazel
Gillian Elizabeth Walker

Bachelor of Arts in Applied Midwifery Studies
Susan Jane Wheeldon

Bachelor of Arts in Midwifery Practice
Kylie Elane Davies
Francis Hanlon

Bachelor of Science in Health and Social Care Practice
Alistair Paul Barnard

Bachelor of Science in Health Care Practice
Joyce Bainbridge

Jayne Brotherton
Emma Kate Giddings
Pauline Grace Guyan
Laura Jane Hall
Sarah Emma Hunt
Lynda Jayne Imeson-Wood
Scott Naden
Nicholas David Turner

Bachelor of Science in Health Care Practice (Autonomous Practitioner)
Gillian Boler
Rita Miller

Bachelor of Science in Health Care Practice (Child and Adolescent Mental Health)
Yvonne Harrison

Bachelor of Science in Health Care Practice (Diabetes Specialist Nursing)
Julie Anne Coates

Bachelor of Science in Health Care Practice (Psycho-social Interventions)
Peter Malcolm Eke
June Knapp

Bachelor of Science in Health Care Practice (Short Term Cognitive Behavioural Therapy)
Jasmin Charlton
Elizabeth Hill
Helen Louise Spencer

Diploma in Applied Midwifery Studies
Karen Hart

Diploma of Higher Education in Health Care Practice
Katherine Jane
Guy Maureen Mary
Hayton Elizabeth Margaret
Horwell Dawn April
Lupton Lynne Marie Raine
Victoria Ann Roberts Julia
Marie Wadforth
Diploma of Higher Education in Health Care Practice (Child and Adolescent Mental Health)
Paula Geraldine Egan
Janice Ann Steele
Carol White

Diploma of Higher Education in Health Care Practice (Mental Health)
Janette Cooper-Allan
Simon Gordon Walker

Diploma of Higher Education in Nursing Studies (Adult)
Sarah Claire Bailey
Stephanie Bowers
Carol Gertrud Boyce
Cherry Brough
Amanda Ann Burchett
Nicola Karen Calden
Sarah Jane Chambers
Natalie Jayne Coates
Rebecca Elizabeth Craven
Holly Marie Crowther
Linda Jacqueline Darrell
Laura Elizabeth Dawkins
Catherine Jayne Dewhurst
Caroline Heath Dorward
Janice Douglass
Elizabeth Jane Durrant
Carl Spencer Elliott
Donna Forsyth
Angela Frazer
Alistair William Frost
Alistair William Frost
Stacey Louise Graham
Sophie Jane Greenbank
Andrew Guest
Hazel Jayne Hall
Kelly-Ann Harrand
Louise Harrop
Karen Ann Hayes
Kirsty Hobson
Carol Marie
Hollingsworth Janet Susan
Humphries Karen Patricia
Jarratt Sarah Elizabeth
Jestin Nicola Patricia Lane
Lynette Patricia Leahy
Jenny Logan
Faye Elizabeth Marshall
Anna Elizabeth Martin
Af Maco Sylvia Mbrou
Megan Sian McLellan
Stephen John Minto
Alison Claire Mitchell
Lucy Morton
Aimee Nicola Mudd
Rebecca Fay Parry

Sharron Ann Robson
Karen Rogers
Emma Rose Scott Rachel
Marie Smith Ruth Anne
Sparrow Maria Teresa
Steel Katherine Anne
Swain Lyndsay Jayne
Taylor Emma Jane
Tharby Sandra Dawn
Thompson Katie Louise
Tregg Patricia Joan
Vickers John Louis
Webb Sharon Dawn
Webb Rebecca Ruth
Williams Laura Helen
Wilson

Diploma of Higher Education in Nursing Studies (Learning Disability)
Karen Coman

Diploma of Higher Education in Nursing Studies (Mental Health)
Jamie Jardine Allan
John Alan Beardsley
Caroline Bell
Gerard Bergin
Paul Mark Bradshaw
Lee Stuart Brierley
Daniel James Carlton
Susanna Hammond
Robert James Hewitt
Dawn Holden
Lovens Hasinney Kanzara
Rose Kuudzadombo
Katie Mary Linley
Alison McCann
Sharon Louise Meek
David George Miller
Elizabeth Moody
Mandy Jane Robinson
Morven Makinnon Ross-Bain
Rebecca Jane Sidebottom
Zoe Johannah Smith
Susan Jane Stead
Rupert Jonathan Taylor
Elise Louise Wilson

HISTORY

Doctor of Philosophy in History
Melissa Kate Hollander
Bronach Christina Kane
Katherine Emma Watson

Master of Arts in Modern History
Vanessa Jane Peers
Samantha Jayne Stones

Bachelor of Arts in Archaeology and History
Christina Cheung
Rebecca McTaggart
David Rounce

Bachelor of Arts in History
Richard William Austin
Colin Joe Baker
Christopher Brian James Barker
Charlotte Louise Barlow
Claire Barnes
Emma Barrow
Paul Oliver Bedford
Oliver Betts
Nicole Louise Bilsborough
Alexandra Elizabeth Birbeck
Rachel Joy Blythman
Kathryn Louise Boyle
Nicholas Bradley
Emily Jessica Brand
William David Broadhurst
Katarzyna Budner
Samuel G M Cartwright
Edward Cassels
Christopher Cattermole
Christina Christou
Sarah Kathryn Clark
Charlotte Rose Clements
Jeremy Jack Clifton
Sophie Mary Close-Smith
Judith Connolly
Jennifer Cook
Philip Stephen Cotthay
Thomas Cottam
Christopher Robin Cowan
Paul Gregory Craig Waller
William Dallas
Francesca Darvill
Daisy Alison Davies
Jonathon Day
Roberta Day
Timothy James Day
Emma Dickey
Ashley Kay Donegan
Rebecca Harriet Moorea
Doodson
Cameron John Downey
Nicholas Edward Duvall
Katherine Myfanwy Edwards
Simon Evans
Melissa Ewbank
Matthew Faulkner
Oliver Fayers
Mark Fountain
Samuel David Garrett
William Roy Gibaud
Simon Ashley Gilbane
Susannah Gillard
Paul Andrew Goodall
Felix Gott
Dominic Green
Mark Samuel Griffen
Rebecca Dawn Griffin
Chris Halliwell
Robert Halstead
Sam William Hans Harris
Laura Jane Helen Hastings
Alexander Peter Hay
Judith Frances Higman
Jonathan Richard Hiley
Rachel Sian Holloway
Benedict Horan
Matthew Ross Houghton
Michael Robert Houlgate
Nicholas Frederick James
Hudson
Victoria Jane Hunt
Rosie Louise Johnson
Clare Jones
Harry Robert Jones
Rebecca Louise Jones
Jack Joy
Rebecca Victoria Jasmine Kemp
Emily Louise Kent
Christopher Stephen Knapp
Matthew Lacey
Andrew John Latham
Benjamin Gareth Richard
Lawman
Simon Matthew Lee
Peter Matthew Lewis
Jennifer Ruth Linton
Colin Mark Littlewood
Eleanor Rose Lockey
Richard Anthony Loizou
Jason Alexander Long
Nicholas James Lundsten
Marie Man Luo
Graham Robert Malkin
Nahuel Ezequiel Marisi
Adam Paul Marshall
Angus Ross Marshall
Robert Marshall
Jeremy Thomas Martin
David Bryn Mason
Lauren Mathews
Christopher Edward Maudsley
Andrew David McArthur
Conal Ian McFadyen
James Alexander Robert
McGowan
Lauren Marie Menzies
Zoe Alice Middleton
James Millard
Stephen Mark Mitchell
Adrienne Brune Claire
Montgobert
Christopher Hayden James
Morris
Emilie Murphy
Rachel Newstead
Emily Harriet Nicholson
Paul John Nightingale
Kathleen O’Hanlon
Paul O’Leary
Daniel Owen-Hughes
Sam Nicholas Palmer
Thomas John Palmer
Viran Chandrakant
Hasmukhrai Pandya
Nicholas Edward George Payne
Katie Phillips
Helen Mary Pickering
Magdalen Eve Pickering
David Pickup
Amy Frances Pitts
Rhianne Pope
Myles Preston
Rachel Victoria Reeds
Michael George Robinson
Jonathan Rourke
Jack William Savage
Edmund Scholey
Eleanor Jane Scott
Martin Scott
Rebecca Zelie Margaret Scourse
Claire Sarah Louise Sewell
Michael Joseph Sherry
Rachel Shield
Rebecca Elizabeth Short
Lauren Sarah Silk
Rebekah Isabel Simpson
Rebecca Jane Simpson
Amy Helen Smith
Nicholas David Smith
Toby Smith
Samuel John Spencer
Victoria Ann Springhall
Joseph Surtees
James William Sweetman
Benedict Timothy Richard
Thomas
Nicholas Townsend
Katherine Tremble
Alexander Gerald Trevor
Samuel James Vaughan
Ewan Michael Viney
Hannah Elizabeth Wadcock
Rebecca Wade
Simon Paul Warner
Jennifer Wass
Samuel Alexander Waterson
Frances Helen Watson
Benjamin Charles Wells
Emma Elizabeth Welsh
Hannah Laura Welsh
Hugh Wigzell
Louis Jeffrey Manzaroli Wihl
Jack Williams
Philippa Joy Winterburn
Edward James Wright
Nicholas Christopher Wright

Bachelor of Arts in History and History of Art
John Alexander Huntington
Jo Sohn-Rethel

Bachelor of Arts in History and Philosophy
Daniel John Chapman
Ellen Suzette Chisman
Theodore James Hudson
Hall Daniel Oscar Edward
Kinnimont
Jerome Michael Walker

Bachelor of Arts in History and Politics
Daniel Aked
Daniel Ashman
Davide Attilio Omari Besana
Francis Calvert Boorman
Joseph Denis Campbell
Charlotte Shu Han Chung
Bethan Ruth Davye
Alex Graham James Drage
Claire Louise Egerton
Flora Mary Elletson
Joseph Anthony Fee
Anna Elizabeth Flood
David Foster
Christopher Fowles
James Edward Colebank
Harrison
Katherine Elizabeth Anne
Holdsworth
Tom Hole
Hannah Louise Jefferson
Edward Michael Thomas Jones
Simon Jones
Patrick James Lawther
Shaun David Lloyd-Griffiths
Nicola Clare Sard
Clare Louise Shaw
Kate Sheedy
Dorian Anthony Taylor
Dafni Vlastari
Benjamin Richard Wardle
Aaron Mitchell Whitfield
Samuel Henry Watson
Whittaker
Benjamin Daniel Wilkins
Sarah Jayne Winter
Claire Yeo

Bachelor of Arts in History with Economics
Andrew John Davies
Guy Francis
Thomas Edward Herne
Emma Newberry
Alexander Thomas Campbell Sadler
Catherine May Vondrak

HISTORY OF ART

Doctor of Philosophy in History of Art
Sarah Burnage

Master of Arts in History of Art
Ying-Ying Wu

Bachelor of Arts in History of Art
Ruth Elizabeth Alexander
Amy Christina Anderson
Thomas Charles Ignatius Arthurton
Jenny Astley-Arlington
Jo Beckett-King
Edward William George Bennett
Francesca Bezoari
Tessa Rachel Blake
Fabienne Sophie Brooksbank
Isabel Katherine Buxton
John Cooke
Alicia Coombs
Rachel Jayne Cooper
Louisa Margaret Copping
Kate Elizabeth Drummond
Hugh Cameron LeonardGovan
Sara Kate Graham
Helen Joanne Halliday
Elizabeth Ruth Hemming
Harriet Frances Lewis
Catherine Lothhouse
James John Longhurst
Roshni Vijay Mehta
Lucy O’Connor
Sophia Rosamund Oelman
Agnieszka Maria Osina
Laura Pennell
Anja Perse
Alexandra Frances Prince

Sula Porterfield Richardson
Sally Bowen Rymer
Ruth Alice Salmon
Kirran Shah
Georgina Katharine Slater
Sian Thomas
Mary Hara Vogiatzis
Veronique Ward
James Michael Wilson
Elizabeth Helen Woolford
Frederick Woolland
Catherine Helen Wordsworth
Sophie Amelia Wright

Claire Joanne Shore
Samuel James Gedney Thomas

Bachelor of Arts in Modern Languages and Linguistics (with a year in Europe)
Demi Kraithman
Penelope Joanna Wilson

Bachelor of Arts in English and Linguistics
Laura Jane McKiernan
Jonathan Orr
Rosa Sarah Shaw
Gerasimia Travlos

LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTIC SCIENCE

Master of Philosophy in Linguistics
Sarah Jane Clark-Peasey

Master of Arts in Linguistics
Sami Saleh Alresaini
Sofia Koumantaki

Bachelor of Arts in French and German (Language and Linguistics)
Matilda Alice Margaret Bentley
Nicola Louise Comar
Natalie Claire Fontaine
Michael Harrison
Lucy Elisabeth Haslam
James Keep
Claire Louise Kelly

Bachelor of Arts in French and Linguistics (with a year in Europe)
Lucy Victoria Abbey
Sarah Louise Bauer
Sarah Elizabeth Brennan
Martin David Bridge
Esther Jane Danks
Magnus Paul Jensen Dewsbury
Helen Earle
Jay Benjamin Foreman
Holly Macartney
Sarah Anne Witts

Bachelor of Arts in German and Linguistics (with a year in Europe)
Caroline Elizabeth Hey
Timothy David Pearson
Natalie May Robinson
Susannah Mary Rush

Charlotte Elizabeth Addison
Christina Sukvinder Bailey
Susan Elizabeth Ball
Fiona Brice
Laura Natalie Clark
Hayley Joanne Coates
Edmund Luke Cufife-Adams
Beth Dickson
Jennifer Ann Dunn
Amanda Clare Ellis
Kayleigh Dawn Elvar
Deborah Susan Flowers
Hannah Mary Gath
Benedit Gauthier
Joanna Jane Grayson
Clare Eleanor Hargreaves
William Harwood
Gemma Louise Isherwood
Casey Jackson
Philip Michael Lester
Joanne Locke
David Jonathan Lunn
Rebecca Gillian Mann
Frances Larissa Jane Markham
Katherine Mary Mason
Suzanne Michelle Maysonet
Charlotte Jade McKillop
Callum Charles McNab
Victoria Siobhan MeNeill
Ruth Mosalski
Heather Catherine Murphy
Ceri Oakes
John Edward O’Brien
Lyndsey Ann Redpath
Louise Ridgewell
Lucy Ridgway
Wendy Ridgway
Fiona Denise Sheldon
Charlotte Emma Smith
Welham Henry Blackwell Stow
Charalampia Stylianou
Adam Frederick James Thorn  
Andrew Wakeford  
Oliver Richard Webb  
Christopher Raymond Webster  
Jade Elise Williamson  
Janette Wong  
William Wright  

**Bachelor of Arts in Languages and Linguistics**  
Matt Giovanni Bianco  
Charlotte Elizabeth Eynon  
Rebecca Jane Fletcher  
Joanna Louise Hodgson  
Leanne Amanda Rowe  
Olivia Ruth Sparnenn  
Natalie Kate Wilde  

**Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy and Linguistics**  
Matthew James Bodle  
Thomas Edward Ryall Crossman  
Elizabeth Naomi Dennis  
Maria Gaia Jans  
Sarah Christine Wallbank  

**Bachelor of Arts in Linguistics with Education**  
Kathryn Elizabeth Lord  

**Bachelor of Arts in Linguistics with Literature**  
Andrew Inman Eleanor  
Luther Sh Suryani  
Malai Hj Abdullah  
Helen Elizabeth Nuttall  

**MANAGEMENT**  

**Doctor of Philosophy in Management**  
Walter Pikisayi Mkumbuzi  

**Master of Arts in Human Resource Management**  
Fan Duan  

**Master of Arts in Management**  
Xing Liu  
Rahul Singal  

**Master of Science in Management with Business Finance**  
Zhongyao Geng  

**Bachelor of Arts in Management**  
Jason Abdullah  
Claire Ruth Allen  
Kate Eleanor Bevan  
Kate Brown  
Rory Ian Brown  
Andrew John Butterfield  
Lucy Jennifer Campling  
Hara Caracostas  
Sarah Rebecca Cheyne  
Warwick Thomas Austin Clarke  
Zaira Marie Cross  
Katherine Charlotte Duke  
Tom Eagles  
Ju Cheng Fang  
Ebone Gayle  
Joe Giuliland  
Katherine Rachel Groom  
Oliver Haley  
Ogiay Huseyni  
Claudia Ingrao  
Helen Elizabeth Jackson  
Hannah Rose Jeffrey  
Sarah Elizabeth Johnson  
Sophia Johnson-Ferguson  
James Jones  
Jonathan Kane  
Erik Lang  
Cuong Le  
Ziran Lu  
Tabitha Marsh  
Anna Elizabeth Maughan  
Nicola Minnitt  
Marie Rose Newman  
Stuart Newman  
Luong Viet Nguyen  
Sally O’Neil  
Leanne Sature  
Claire Melissa Seeley  
Daniel John Sutcliffe  
Kien Tran  
Simon William Gillies Urquhart  
Toby James William Wade  
Ye Wang  
Sarah Warhurst  
Maureen Watterson  
Lo Lo Yu  
Jiangzhou Yuan  
Qi Zhang  

**Bachelor of Arts in Management, Information Technology and Language**  
Matt Harris  
Linda Mary McHugh  

**Bachelor of Science in Management**  
Jonathan Andreas Barfod  
You Zai Joy Chan  
Thodoris Danikas  
Terence Ronald Darko  
Leila Marie Esfahani  
Jingjing Gao  
Rosemary Louise Hicks  
Andrew Stuart Kerr  
Noah Kibet Kulei  
Peng Liu  
Stephanie Macek  
Nicholas Mason  
Cherry Ching Yee Ng  
James Nixon  
Kevin Pearce  
Michael George Perkins  
Robert John Phillips  
Adam Christopher Plant  
Nicole Helen Priestley  
Sadduf Saleem  
Ksenia Shutenko  
Wai San Tang  
Timur Ustunsurfeli  
Andrew Mason Wells  
Laura Josephine Williams  
Jiaqi Zhang  

**Bachelor of Science in Management, Information Technology and Language (with a year in industry)**  
Jamie O’Mahony  

**Bachelor of Science in Management, Information Technology and Language**  
Xin Zhang  

**Bachelor of Science in Management with Information Technology**  
Louise Alexander  
Scott William Bryson  
Amy Coggan  
Amanda Louise Cox  
Samantha Harriet Hazell  
James Richard Henderson  
Adam Thomas Quigley  
Edward Rainer  
Michael James Stannard
Mathew Waller
Adam Christopher Wingrove
Stuart Alexander Young

MATHEMATICS

Doctor of Science in Mathematics
Anthony John Ryan

Doctor of Philosophy in Mathematics
Peter Christopher
Larkin Barry Hugh
Miller Cem Salp

Master of Science (by research) in Mathematics
Sikarin Yoo-Kong

Master of Science in Mathematical Finance
Shi Zhuo

Master of Mathematics in Mathematics
David Amey
Oliver Joseph David Barrowclough
Christopher David Bowman
Daniel Joseph Bratton
William Dyson
Lauren Kimberley Ellis
Gemma Louise Fay
Matthew Thomas Ferguson
Colin Andrew High
Tom Ilett
Sean Michael Jackson
Paul Richard Jennings
Wai-Mond Kong
Philip Marsden
Corrine Danielle Millson-Crane
Richard Thomas Myers
Emma Oakley
Sarah Helen Page
Thomas James Potts
Ewan Alexander Robertson
Jonathan Marc Taylor
Calvin William Thomas
Owen Vaughan
Richard Wood
Timothy John Yeomans

Master of Mathematics in Mathematics and Computer Science
Christopher George Ayre
Andrew Robert Heeley
Valentin Mahrwald
Jessica Meats
Adam Max Nellis
Vasily Sakharov

Master of Mathematics in Mathematics and Computer Science (with a year in industry)
Darren Mark Beaumont
Claire Louise Eileen Edwards
James Sharpe
Michael Vernon

Master of Mathematics in Mathematics and Physics
David Stephen Hunt

Master of Mathematics in Mathematics with Physics
Charles Peter Pentland Dyson

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics
Ben Arthur Leslie Adams
Jennifer Amy Adams
Andrew Barnett
James Adam Barrett
Louise Anne Barrett
Denise Bloom
Gary Ian Bray
Marie-Louise Brewster
Neil Buckee
Richard John Burniston
Daniel Joseph Butts
Hazel Lianne Clilverd
Thomas Paul Coleman
Micah John Cole-Wilkin
James Simon Copping
Luke Jeffrey Craig
Sarah Cullen
Joanne Louise Earle
Abigail Elwess
Martin Christopher Fairbanks
Matthew Peter Field
Gemma Franey
Charlotte Emily Garrett
Sihui Guo
Lawrence John Heath
Elena Claire Heaviside
Paul Christopher Henson
Mark Beslop
Victoria Margaret Howard
Robert John Hutchinson
David King
Wan Ling Liang
Chao Liu
Anton Loss
Ben Matthews
Patrick Gerard McGuigan
Daniel Merfield
Samantha Milton David
Richard Norton
Anna Richardson
Jonathan Frederick
Robson Christopher Scott
Xiaojing Shen
Simon William Shepherd
David Slade
Amy Elizabeth Taylor
David Tewkesbury
Christopher Thompson
Clair Elizabeth Thompson
Richard Edward Town
Samuel Edward Trundell
Xiaomo Wang
Joanne Frances Watson
Gareth Williams Thomas
James Williamson Tsui-Shan
Wong Patrick
Wordsworth Guanchao
Xu
Fan Zhou

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and Mathematics
Alexander Nicholas Chart
Alex Niedzwiedzki Ian Stuart Thomson

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and Mathematics (with a year in industry)
Alexander Rhys Armstrong
Paul Cox
Mark Leonard Jolley
Sion Llewellyn Rhys

Bachelor of Science in Economics and Mathematics
Hui Peng Chen
Alexander William
Coates Shuangnuan
Han Christopher
Charles Hood Helen
Hudson Anuradha
Kaura Emma Liden
Daniel James Magan
Clare Michalkiewicz
Daniel John Schofield
Kai Kwong Tang
Bo Zhu
Bachelor of Science in Mathematics  
(with a year in Europe)  
Huw Timothy Mort  
Andrew John Ramsden  
Jennifer Southern  

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics and Finance  
David Mark Barlow  
Catherine May Beesley  
Steven Bennett  
Lini Cao  
Yuen Yi Amanda Cheng  
Ben Gao  
Haimiao Li  
Wang Kei Lok  
Sarah Louise Smith  
Chang An Su  
Mikhail Sudakov  

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics and Philosophy  
Allen James Eccles  
Victoria Lynne Taylorson  

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics and Physics  
Emily Joy Anketell  
James Robert Charles Knowles  
Liam John Wilson  

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics and Physics (with a year in Europe)  
Laura Jayne Maksymowicz  

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics with Economics  
Qianyan Gao  
Ashley Keith High  
Daniel Lewington  
Ketan Rajgarhia Carl  
Andrew Worrall Shu  
Yu  

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics with Education  
Gemma Eloise Cook  
Frances Olley  
Victoria Shelley  

Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics with Linguistics  
Sarah Elizabeth Davies  
Samuel Francis Sareen  

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics with Physics  
Anne Coleman  

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics with Statistics  
Ian Gareth Flanagan  
Matthew Thomas Ingman  
Kimberley Louise Victoria Mirren  
Jennifer Claire Philipson  
Andrew Thomas Smith  
Kerry Taylor  

Master of Science in Mathematical Finance  
Shi Zhuo  

MEDIEVAL STUDIES  

Doctor of Philosophy in Medieval Studies  
Jayne Anne Elizabeth Rimmer  

Master of Philosophy in Medieval Studies  
Natalie Aveline Russell  

MUSIC  

Doctor of Philosophy in Music  
James Else  
Michael John Hooper  
Nia Elizabeth Lewis  
Ivan William George Moody  
Kong Yu Wang  

Master of Philosophy in Music  
Tarot John Conway  

Master of Arts (by research) in Music Technology  
Jethro David Bagust  

Master of Arts in Music  
Helen Mary Lake  
Jonathan Sage  

Master of Arts in Music Technology  
Nicholas Mwashimba Mwakio  

Bachelor of Arts in Music  
Laura Barber  
Philippa Anne Bellis  
India Mary Bourne  
Mark Carl Brown  
Richard Benedict Byrne-Smith  
Rosemary Marian Carlton-Willis  
Rebecca Susete Rosemary Chilton  
Sarah Elizabeth Clarke  
Robert William Cotterill  
Hannah Cherith Coward  
Flora Death  
Bethany Kent Elliott  
Laura Jane Emmott  
Ben David Evans  
Lucy Rose Constantine Eyre  
Benjamin Kenneth James Gait  
Matthew James Gajewski  
William Goldring  
Matthew James Hammond  
Matthew Paul Herbstritt  
Gregory Oliver Hooper  
Catherine Mary Jack  
Kathryn Rebecca Jermy  
Thomas William Keene  
William Knight  
Emma Catherine Lake  
Maria Frances Leach  
Sheung Sau Lee  
Stuart Lindsay  
Daniel John Meredith  
Philip Thomas Merriman  
Kellie Joanne Mills  
Marina Moffa Sanchez  
Christopher Mullender  
Emma Jacqueline Nenadic  
Yvonne Lauren Owens  
Andrew James Passmore  
Oliver Sebastian Platt  
Emily Mary Rice  
James Scott Koriston  
Amelia Jane Teague  
Jin Theriault  
Alexander Richard Thomas  
Rebecca Mary Thumbston  
Karen Lisa Tingley  
Hannah Rachel Wallace  
Julia Nicola Weatherley  
Gavin David Whitworth  
Jessica Gaenor Wilford
Amy Sarah Worsfold
Bethany Jane Younger

PHILOSOPHY

Doctor of Philosophy in Philosophy
Christopher Michael Dowling

Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy
Charlotte Atkinson
Katy Sarah Brickell
James Bridgeman
Rebecca Anne Carlisle
John William Cary
Andrew Collins
Simon Craft
Joshua David Dodd
Michael Christopher Edwards
Kirsty Louise Escolme
Gregory David Forse
Eleanor Greenwood
Emily Catherine Hallewell
David James Henry
Samantha May Heuchan
Patrick Alexander Jagger
Michael Ashley Kennedy
Anastasia Levine
Hazel Sara Longton
James Joseph Lythgoe
Peter James Marsh
Emily McGregor
Mark William Nichols
Shoshin Nomura
William Edward Charles Oakes
Ruth Elizabeth Pearson
Stefan Piotrowski
Hamish Priest
Josef Reich
Sarah Rendell
Peter Thomas Reynolds
Edmund Robinson
Dominic Shaw
George Franklin Shelley
Adam Kazimierz Skalski
Alistair Spink
Tom James Stringer
Christopher Sykes
Rachel Anne Thomas
David Toze
Charlotte Rose Tupholme
Andrew Peter Whyyatt

Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy and Sociology
Karen Barber
Jennifer Katherine Hanraads
Christopher Harrison
Liang Mei Lee

PHYSICS

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics
Timothy Adam Ball
Paul Martin Raddon

Master of Science (by research) in Physics
Hassan Wahab Khattak
Wei Nie

Master of Physics in Physics
Matthew Ian Bass
David Matthew Chisnall
David Dickinson
Luke Roger Fleet
Jason Hellaby
John Francis Howarth
Jeremy Mitchell
Sophia Orphanou Iain
James Paterson James
Michael Pizzarello
David Randall

Master of Physics in Physics (with a year in Europe)
Peter John Denner

Master of Physics in Physics with Astrophysics
Hayleigh L E Barnett Michael
John Edwards Gareth Ivor
Goulbourn Griffiths Richard
Hinds
Louise Nicole Kirkham Scott
Robert Marmion Elizabeth
Margaret Robertson Richard
James Stark Christopher
Jack Tattersall Christopher
Thomas Nigel
Willis

Master of Physics in Physics with Astrophysics (with a year in Europe)
Nikita Vassiljev

Master of Physics in Theoretical Physics
Fabiano Corsetti
Nicolas Graeme Underwood

Master of Physics in Theoretical Physics (with a year in Europe)
Laura Elizabeth Ratcliff

Bachelor of Science in Physics
David Appleton
Joshua David Bellerby
Richard Finbarr Geraint Bevan
Matthew Richard Bray
Peter John Denner
Eleanor Claire Farnworth
Robert Matthew Hall
William Hugo Haslewood
Christopher Joyce
Alexander James Krempic
John Andrew Wilkinson

Bachelor of Science in Physics with Astrophysics
Katie Elizabeth Denning
Andrew Lee Fisher
James Adam Hume
Fiona McDermott Ian Sykes
Robert Webb
Aaron James Williams

Bachelor of Science in Physics with Business Management
Lisa Hannah Bell

Bachelor of Science in Physics with Computer Simulation
Matthew James Knight
Paul Richard Thomas

Bachelor of Science in Theoretical Physics
Michael Gatland
Robin Andrew Homer
Thomas Andrew Ostler
Owen Michael Wright

POLITICS

Doctor of Philosophy in Politics
Christine-Sylva Hamieh
Jesús Mena Vázquez
Sarah Remony Nayani
Edward Rooksby
Laura Marie Watkins

Master of Arts (by research) in Politics
Jennifer Anna Harrison

Master of Arts in Conflict, Governance and Development
Laura Charlotte Wilson

Master of Arts in Post-war Recovery Studies
Yuto Nagano

Master of Arts in Public Administration and Public Policy
Man-Hei Ken Choi
Kyoko Mori

Bachelor of Arts in Politics
Katherine Andrew
Thomas Stephen Ancombe
Peter Gregory Batten
David John Conneely
Ethan Connor
Bianca Zenia D’Orsi
Martyna Drwal
Matthew Peter Durham
Laura Alice French
Carly Grainger
James Gray
Adam William Harrington
Rachel Clare Hartwright
Claire Hennon
Simon Jeffrey
Andrew Lewin
Fiona Jayne McdAdoo
Mariella Lucia Lara Menato
Daniel Munden
Joseph Daniel Parkes
Laura Susan Plested
Natasha Alice Price
Henry James Leathes Prior
Matthew Robinson
Adam Ross
Inga Sabanova
Vibha Sharma
Adam John Paul Sloan
Amy Jane Swales
Gregory Tibbs
Dean Anthony Vaz
Thea Cathryn Willis

Bachelor of Arts in Politics and Social Policy
Jenna Louise Baker
Jenna Kirstin Dacus
Andrew Godfrey Jorge
Ferro Ribeiro John
Theodore Tsevdos

Bachelor of Arts in Politics and Sociology
Richard Allwood
Rebecca Marie Arnold
James Creed
Andrew Fenichel
Chiupong Fong
Simon George Sigfrid Franzen
Alberto Pierguido Furlan
Emma Ann Louise Jepson
William Frank Jewkes
Mark McKay
Kendal Moran
Krisarin Pradispong
Julia Skiba
Samuel Turner
Iona Ceridwen Wood
Rose Margaret Wright

Bachelor of Arts in Politics with Education
Monika Stanislaw Maria Weglarz

POLITICS, ECONOMICS AND PHILOSOPHY

Bachelor of Arts in Economics and Philosophy
Edward Nigel Melly

Bachelor of Arts in Economics and Politics
Gemma Diane Buchan
Chengjun Cao
Pieter Thomas Cordwell
Philippa Lucy Margaret Dyson
Emily Froud
Daniel Gladowell
Marco Sean McAllister
Matthew Poyser
Andrew Miles Rixon
Samantha Simms
Orachat Sungkhamanee
Hongthai Tan
Helen May Warner

Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy and Politics
Christopher Alan Collinson
Thomas Edward Guy Eskell
Anna Harvey
Robert Brian Higson
Marcus James Hulme
Andrew Hunter
Adam James Kynaston-Smith
Simon John Lockley
Benjamin James Ridgeway
Nathaniel Ross
Nicolas Stone Villani
Oliver John Ward
Jennifer Weatherall
Robert Metin White

Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy, Politics and Economics
Dominic Andrew Ayliffe
Oliver Ian Badger
James Alaric Best
Darius John Bluck
Richard Brierley
Alec Brown
James Burgess
Stephen James Carpenter
Christopher Philip Carrington
James Clark
Simon John Darby
Andrew James Dixon
Joseph Feyerlag
Daniel Franklin
Thomas David Gilderthorp
Matthew David Greenaway
Benjamin Richard Haydon
Thomas Edward Henry
Henry Wing Hang Ho
Georgina Holmes-Skelton
David Alexander Horan
Sophie Elizabeth Hurst
William Edward Jackson
Victoria Jones
Vasiliki Martha Kaza
Nadeem Reza Kunwar
Claire Learner
John Philip Barnaby Lewis
Jasper Rick Littmann
Jonathan Patrick Livesley
Karen Tracey Lynch
Christopher Adam Paton
Maclay
Mark Liam McGuinness
Jonathan Richard Meager
Sarah Elizabeth Milne
Jonathan Robert Munby
Matt Alan Nichols
Tim Oates
Alice Elizabeth Owen
Saffron Palmer
Felix Parker  
Benjamin David Pointing  
Emily Alice Puddephatt  
Toby Roberts  
Jakob Emanuel Samuelsson  
Emma Naomi Sanderson  
Pranjal Nitin Shrotri  
Katarzyna Sikora-Sikorski  
Richard Michael Nathan Simm  
Carl Daniel Sjostrom  
Thomas Henry Smith  
Vivien Stephenson  
Nicholas Street  
Thomas Swain  
George Timothy Taylor  
Isaac Leo Taylor  
Florence Emily Tennent  
Michael John Andrew Thorne  
Samuel Michael Tyndall  
Daniel James Webster  
Wei Wei  
Catherine Louise Wilson  
James Wilson  
John William Wilson  
Iain Andrew Withers  
David Andrew Worsley

**PSYCHOLOGY**

**Doctor of Philosophy in Psychology**  
Tiffany Galtress  
Allan Micheal Rennie  
Anna Claire Wilkinson

**Bachelor of Science in Psychology**  
Anisa Ahmed  
Nicholas Edward Francis Arthur  
Hayley Dawn Ashwood  
Jessica Katharine Ayeh-Kumi  
Jennifer Baker  
Georgina Batten  
Chevonne Stephanie Becker  
Hannah Bellenger  
Sarah Anne Betteridge  
Hannah Maja Bjorkstrand  
Claire Blackmore  
Rachel Jayne Blakemore  
Samantha Leigh Boam  
Sarah Anne Bonshor  
Daisy Brooks  
Helen Louise Broome  
Sarah Alison Canniford  
Sally Elizabeth Cannon  
Johan Daniel Carlin  
Siu Chung Chan  
Davina Chauhan  
Julie Cheng  
Florence Po Man Cheung  
Ka Wai Cheung  
Brendan Chi Weng Chiu  
Shiao En Chng  
Ami Cifelli  
Rachel Victoria Clarke  
Michelle Jayne Clements  
Hannah Marie Clilverd  
Alicia Colbridge  
Max Thomas Coney  
Deborah Anne Coton  
Sacha Swale Coward  
Alice Curling  
Erika Davies  
Jack De Havas  
Jennifer Claire Dernie  
Amrita Diwanji  
Catherine Jane Dowman  
Helen Duckworth  
Rebekah Dutton  
Charlotte Mercedes Elwell  
Ji Ni Sherjina Fok  
Owen John Forster  
Rachel Foxwell  
Kota Fujiwara  
Anna Gebhardt  
Rachel Gilmour  
Amy Elizabeth Glover  
Xiao Yuan Guo  
Joyce Cheuk Tung Ha  
Marie Hammond  
Sandy Harkin  
Anneka Holden  
Katie Horsfield  
Anna Song Huang  
Shan Huang  
Gina Frances Humphreys  
Mio Ito  
Omar Jalil  
Charlotte Louise James  
Adam Jarvis  
Hanna Jehle  
Caroline Mary Gardner Jennings  
Anna Louise Johns  
Hannah Juliet Johnson  
Kate Elizabeth Johnson  
Laura Jones  
Louise Kedge  
Hok Cham Keung  
Matthew Alan King  
Victoria Elizabeth King  
Keiko Kobayashi  
Andrew Thomas Kunzmann  
Alexander Guerin Lacy  
Charmain Lai  
Hannah Kristen Law  
Kai Yan Law  
Charlotte Leyland  
Han Li  
Na Li  
Lucy Patricia Lilley  
Cai Liu  
Joy Yu Ping Low  
Ann Lowe  
Rebecca Lumley  
Jean Bernette Mallo  
Rachael McCoil  
Alister Charles McCormick  
Kyle James McInnes  
Lily Ann Mercer  
Ya Mi  
Kyraki Mikellidou  
Thomas Mitchell  
Katherine Morrison  
Sarah Munt  
Sunil Pravin Kumar Naran  
Omi Yee Ting Ng  
Sarah Louise Nixon  
Ceridwen Rebecca Jane Owen  
Emma Pagett  
Dae Hee Park  
Catherine Jane Paxton  
Jonathan James Phelps  
Emma Jane Powell  
Nicoletta Fysyllidou  
Joanne Clare Lynnell Pyle  
Andrea Jayne Ralph  
Emily Victoria Robinson  
Lauren Louise Sanders  
Lauren Saunders  
Edward Harry Silson  
Rebecca Simpson  
Samantha Louise Stein  
Katherine Mary Stokes  
Nicola Stratford  
Ayako Suetomi  
Louis Kok Wee Tan  
Wee Zi Tan  
Yi Wen Tan  
Kwok Pik Tang  
Ruihong Tang  
Jennifer Sarah Tibbles  
Matthew Liam Twaddle  
Katherine Twist  
Yuk Lam Wai  
Alison Jane Walker  
Louise Barbara Watson  
Emma Lily Wellard  
Karen Elizabeth Whyatt  
Helen Louisa Williams  
Mingxuan Yang  
Moyang Yang  
Xin Yao  
Nagisa Yazawa  
Andrew Yeap  
Ching Chieh Yen  
Chin Ju Yu  
Wei Zhang
SOCIAL POLICY AND SOCIAL WORK

Doctor of Philosophy in Social Policy and Social Work
Helen Mary Nightingale Kenwright

Master of Arts in Social Work
Heena Bhikha Joshua Brookes George Bunting Claire Louise Chapman Claire Marie Churchill Kay Eyeington Hannah Charlotte Forman Nicola Gebbels David Gilbert Victoria Ann Greensmith Suzanna Jane Grove Natalie Halkyard Michelle Hall Susan Jane Halstead Abigail Kirsty Hands Caroline Sarah Hunt Hannah Kinal Sarah Luther Laurel Morgan Rachael Patricia Orr Matthew Peter Robinson Corrina Mary Russell Christopher Sutherland Angeline Tavamanya Tagarira

Master of Arts in Public Policy and Management
Ian Mark Elliott Rafah Trefi Denise Jane White

Master of Science in Public Policy and Management
Laurence Buhagiar Jacqueline Toogood

Bachelor of Arts in Applied Social Science
Jenny Birkinshaw Matthew Thomas David Mann Matthew Thomas Pretty Caroline Randell Katie Rosanna St John Smith Sam Stoddart Sarah Turner Matthew John Underwood Oliver Jack Watson Anna Elizabeth Would

Bachelor of Arts in Applied Social Science (Children and Young People)
Maria Benfield Sarah Brownridge Anna Mary Cocks Katherine Anne Cowper Johnson Laura Claire Green Fiona Hamilton Erica Louise Jobling Maria Nabatanzi Isobel Lucy Quinn Pamela Rita Thompson Jemma Worthington

Bachelor of Arts in Applied Social Science (Crime)

Bachelor of Arts in Social Work
Ceri Anne Adams Jennifer Susan Allington Leigh Anne Beveridge Chin Siew Ling April Amy Isabel Coorland Joanna Creed Susan England Anna Lorraine Flower Rachael Alison Garland Helen Victoria Grange Jonathan Gothwaite Hughes Heather Johnson Heidi May Johnson Karoline Mary Elizabeth Kirk Laura Elizabeth Maguire Loren Tyla Miller Joanne Victoria Strickland Michelle Lorraine Thompson Suzanne Tsang

SOCIOLGY

Doctor of Philosophy in Sociology
Luke Cowie

Bachelor of Arts in Sociology
Francesca Emma Fay Archer-Todde Chloe Ashton Alison Louise Benton Kevin John Borwell Katherine Elizabeth Broadhurst Alistair John Brooks Emma Louise Caselli Alexander David Castle Ka Ni Chu Sarah Louise Clark Eurydice Cote Sarah Marie Cowin Michelle Jaqueline Daley Kate Daniels Andrea Deckers Mariel Alice Fawke Samantha Claire Ferris Rebecca Fraser Rachael Catherine Gibson Kate Elizabeth Mary Green Edward Graham Smith Hamilton Mathew Hanley Michael Hartley Daniel Nathan Wayne Hatton-Johnson Matthew Hawkins Henrietta Nicole F Holford
Vice-Chancellor’s Teaching Awards 2008

The University has instituted the Vice-Chancellor’s Teaching Awards to recognise and reward individuals and teams who have made an outstanding impact on the student learning experience. Candidates are nominated by students and colleagues. All of the award holders have demonstrated excellence in teaching, delivered with energy, care and commitment.

Vice-Chancellor’s Teaching Awards have been awarded to:

Mr Kevin Caraher (eMasters team, Social Policy and Social Work)
Mrs Lesley Catt (The Postgraduate Certificate in Academic Practice team)
Mr Matt Cormack (eMasters team, Social Policy and Social Work)
Ms Theo Cuthbertson (eMasters team, Social Policy and Social Work) Ms Cathy Dartec (Language and Linguistic Science) Dr Doriana Delfino (The Postgraduate Certificate in Academic Practice team) Professor Simon Duckett (The Postgraduate Certificate in Academic Practice team) Dr Kate Giles (Archaeology)

Dr Sue Grace (The Postgraduate Certificate in Academic Practice team) Dr Robert Greanli (Physics)
Mr Kevin Hall (eMasters team, Social Policy and Social Work) Dr Janine Henderson (Hull York Medical School) Dr Sylvia Hogarth (The Postgraduate Certificate in Academic Practice team) Dr Tim Howell (Music) Dr Steve King (Computer Science) Ms Jane Lund (eMasters team, Social Policy and Social Work) Ms Juliet Koprwoska (The Postgraduate Certificate in Academic Practice team) Dr Peter Mayhew (Biology)

Dr Nicola McDonald (English and Related Literature; The Postgraduate Certificate in Academic Practice team) Dr Jean McKendree (The Postgraduate Certificate in Academic Practice team) Dr Geoff Oxford (The Postgraduate Certificate in Academic Practice team) Ms Ellen Roberts (eMasters team, Social Policy and Social Work) Dr Stephen Smith (The Postgraduate Certificate in Academic Practice team) Dr Carolyn Snell (eMasters team, Social Policy and Social Work) Mrs Helen Story-Samuels (eMasters team, Social Policy and Social Work)
YORK AWARD

Ahmad Ali
Claire Ruth Allen
Liam Ellis Baker
Suzanne Louise Bell
Leana Luigia Bellanca
Aaron Andrew Berry
Anna-Claire Bevan
Rachel Sinclair Bickley
Darius John Bluck
Rebecca Louise Brain
Anna Felicity Bramwell-Dicks
Martin Bridge
Daisy Brooks
Isla Kate Brown
Sarah Brownridge
Jennifer Rosalie Calder
Joseph Denis Campbell
Christopher Leeming Cassells
Howin Chan
Christina Cheung
Rebecca Susete Rosemary Chilton
Shiao En Chng
Alexandra Eleanor Clark
Jennifer Megan Clarke
Amy Clewes
Sophie Mary Close-Smith
Hayley Joanne Coates
Anna Mary Cocks
Nicola Louise Comar
Amy Isabel Coorland
Kirsty Costello
Eurydice Cote
Madeline Coxwell Matthewman
Karen Cubbage
Kimberley Rose Datnow
Timothy James Day
Amrita Diwanji
Bianca Zenia D’Orsi
Catherine Jane Dowlman
Steven Jack Durrant
Harriet Victoria Edmonds
Kirsty Louise Escolme
Gemma Louise Fay
Daniela Fetta
Timothy James Fletcher
Sarah Elizabeth Flint
Natalie Claire Fontaine
Emily Froud
Hannah Louise Furnival
Chen Ge
Joanne Sara Gledhill
William Goldring
Luke Alexander Wormell Green
Helen Jane Groom
Xiao Yuan Guo
Clare Eleanor Hargreaves
William Thomas Harrison
Rachel Clare Hartwright
Daniel Nathan Wayne Hatton-Johnson
Alex Hazell
Hannah Headden
Susan Elizabeth Heap
Elizabeth Ruth Hemming
Rosemary Louise Hicks
Shan Huang
Charlotte Elizabeth Hughes
Sophie Elizabeth Hurst
Victoria Jones
Russell Benjamin Joseph
Eleni Katsoula
Anuradha Kaura
Vasiliki Martha Kaza
James Keep
Claire Louise Kelly
Rebecca Victoria Jasmine Kemp
Jack Kennedy
Charlotte Louise Kerr
Monika Teresa Kosobucka
Alexander Guerin Lacy
Kaki Lai
Andrew John Latham
Carina Heidi Law
Rebecca Catherine Lawton
Daniel Lewington
Rebecca Ann Lewis
Jasper Rick Littmann
Joy Yu Ping Low
Ann Lowe
Eleanor Luther
Karen Tracey Lynch
Christopher Adam Paton Maclay
Laura Jayne Maksymowicz
Anusha Malhotra
Tabitha Marsh
Hannah Martin
Marco Sean McAllister
Andrew David McArthur
Conal Ian McFadyen
James Alexander Robert McGowan
Lorn McVean
Lauren Marie Menzies
Kellie Joanne Mills
Nicola Minnitt
Adrienne Brune Claire Montgobert
Kendal Moran
Laura Morris
Ruth Mosalski
Maria Nabatanzi
Timothy Peter Newcome
Luong Viet Nguyen
Sandeep Chowbay Nuckchady
Tim Oates
Emma Elizabeth Oldridge
Sushila Melody Phillips
Christina Ianthi Phylactopoulos
Helen Mary Pickering
Nicole Helen Priestley
Andrea Jayne Ralph
Ceri Anne Roberts
Elizabeth Margaret Robertson
Deepak Sardiwal
Samuel Francis Sareen
Edmund Scholey
Claire Melissa Seeley
Claire Sarah Louise Sewell
Kirran Shah
Clare Louise Shaw
Shivani Singh
Julia Skiba
Amy Helen Smith
Charlotte Lucy Smith
Thomas Henry Smith
Toby Smith
Victoria Ann Springhall
Samantha Louise Stein
Mikhail Sudakov
Orachat Sungkhamanee
Amy Jane Swales
Wee Zi Tan
YaoTang
Kien Tran
Jessica Charlotte Veith
Hannah Rachel Wallace
Sarah Christine Wallbank
Veronique Ward
Benjamin Richard Wardle
Jennifer Wass
Samuel Alexander Waterson
Monika Stanislawa Maria Weglarz
Samuel Henry Watson Whittaker
Stephanie Elizabeth Winnard
Sarah Anne Witts
David Andrew Worsley
Jenny Louise Wotherspoon
Bobbie Young
Siu Fung Steve Yung
Yan Zhang
Xue Zhou